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AR/VR: Past the Hype-Cycle?
• VR seeing sanguine analyst predictions vs recent past

• But still hype-ish around stand-alone

• Location-based VR is real but ultimate TAM is TBD

• AR still feels over-hyped – or at least is based off two underlying 
assumptions

• Phone-based AR goes gangbusters

• Someone figures out glasses-as-phone-replacement

• What are barriers to growth, and which can we see being overcome?

Gartner Hype Cycle for Emerging Tech - Aug18
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Commonly cited barriers – Same hurdles, different races
Content

Cost
Comfort
Quality
Friction

UX
Fragmentation
Social Barriers

Poor Initial Experiences
Privacy Concerns

VR AR

Note:
Barriers cited to the growth of AR and VR tend to 
fall in the same categories, but with different 
implied criteria – e.g. “comfort” when cited in 
context of VR usually implies ‘light enough to use 
for extended period without fatigue’ whereas in 
AR, may imply ‘looks close enough to traditional 
eye glasses to be acceptable to wear in public’.
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The science fiction vision is still years away
near term is all about tradeoffs

Note:
This ultimately results in products having to make 
tradeoffs across a number of product attributes. I 
wrote about this at length here:
https://venturebeat.com/2018/02/22/challenges-
and-tradeoffs-on-the-road-to-ar/
A high-res version of the poster from that article, 
pictured here, is available at:
https://t.co/MKdYO9IWvp

https://venturebeat.com/2018/02/22/challenges-and-tradeoffs-on-the-road-to-ar/
https://t.co/MKdYO9IWvp
https://venturebeat.com/2018/02/22/challenges-and-tradeoffs-on-the-road-to-ar/
https://venturebeat.com/2018/02/22/challenges-and-tradeoffs-on-the-road-to-ar/
https://t.co/MKdYO9IWvp
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Addressing the cost challenge
• Two major factors:
• Accessory vs Dedicated Device model
• Achieving cost improvements through scale

• Accessory vs Dedicated Device
• E.g. “PC-, Console-, or Phone-tethered vs Stand-alone”
• Tradeoff of utility/friction/cost

• Achieving cost improvements through scale
• Challenge: SoCs, sensors, displays have been drafting Mobile. Going 

beyond is difficult
• Some areas still to draft: Wireless, cameras, vision, software
• Only path to getting beyond ‘drafting’ is large investment to get to 

critical mass



AR & VR Display Trends
In Search of: Wide field of view (FOV), High display resolution, High brightness, True 3D 
capabilities, Better ID Flexibility, and Improved power efficiency

AR
• OLED w/ Spherical Mirror
• Pro: Image Quality, FOV, Eye Box, Low Cost
• Con: Transparency, Power efficiency

• LCOS w/ Waveguide
• Pro: Transparency, Eye Box
• Con: Complexity, Cost, Fragility

• Laser Scanning w/ Holographic Mirror
• Pro: Compact, Brightness, Efficiency
• Con: Eye Box, FOV, Resolution

• Laser Scanning w/Waveguide (Hololens 2)
• Pro: Transparency, Eye Box, Efficiency
• Con: (Effective) Resolution, Cost, Fragility
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VR
• Higher Res Displays – 1000ppi+
• Pro: Image Quality, No “Screen Door” Effect
• Con: Minimal ID Reduction

• Compact “Folded” Optics
• Pro: Very Small ID, High FOV
• Con: Light Loss, Power Efficiency

• Multi-Display/Optics per Eye
• Pro: Retinal Resolution in Central Cone
• Con: Cost, Complexity, Fovea Transition Distortion

• Flexible OLED Displays
• Pro: Wrap-Around Form Factor, FOV
• Con: Optics Complexity, Cost

• Light Field / Computational Displays – Still Very Early
• Promise to deliver true 3D Display with elimination of VAC, at the cost of high compute required



Computing Challenge
• Very capable SoCs shipping at common design points (mobile, 

NB/DT PC…), and increasingly including very competent 
graphics, media, vision capabilities

• Good news for accessory model, or for designs in same 
power/thermal ballpark

• However, limited adaptability to entirely new power 
envelope, which will mean different approaches required

• Hybrid systems (HMD-client/HMD-cloud) can help

• Many areas of advancement with adjacent benefits to AR/VR

• Computer vision & AI, Computational imaging & rendering

• Cloud/Edge computing (& gaming)  
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• Goal: unify common AR and VR functionality to streamline software and 
hardware development for a wide variety of products and platforms

• 30+ companies working to solve AR and VR ecosystem fragmentation

• Provisional Specification released on Monday

• Multiple prototype implementations available to solicit developer feedback 
with more support coming in the following weeks

• More info: https://www.khronos.org/openxr

Unifying Reality

Standards & Open platforms will help address fragmentation
But offer their own set of tradeoffs vs vertically-integrated solutions

https://www.khronos.org/openxr
https://www.khronos.org/openxr
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Considering device transitions
• “Accessory” approach can be considered from cost savings 

perspective, but also as part of a transitional phase

• Something we saw w PDA’s, MP3 players, Smartphone for 
decades

• Amortizes cost of base platform; allows ‘mixed mode’ utility 

• Challenges in increased friction, and in retargeting of OS & 
application development model
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Proof of Concept Demos
Note:
Unfortunately, these were live videos and so can’t 
be included in the offline version of this talk. 
Bothw ere proof-of-concept only, no actual 
product announced or implied. One showed a 
beltworn PC doing AR with a lightweight headset 
and a CAD application. The other showed an 
extended desktop on a laptop computer, using 
lightweight AR glasses to get back secondary 
displays.
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The software challenge
Common conceptual metaphors for the AR/VR future: 
Metaverse, Mirrorworld, Layerworld…

Robust discussion occurring around data ownership, privacy, 
biometric data, etc

Likely hurdle as ‘accessory model’, tied to legacy UX, is likely 
wrong approach for future

‘Contextually driven’ seems right path, but who owns context 
in a world where Context is King?

Magic Leap’s Magicverse

Games are most likely to find future UX models that work.
Help shape the platforms that will shape our future.




